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Abstract

Operating is a pholoconductor. the sensitivity and Ihc impulse response of scmi-
insulaling materials greatly depend on llie excitation duration compared lo
electron and hole lifetimes. The requirement of ohmtc contact is shortly
discussed. Before developing picosecond measurements with integrated
autocorrelation system, this paper explains high energy industrial lomographic
application with large CdTe detectors (25*15x0.9 mm1). The excitation is
typically |is range.
X-njr flash radiography, with IO ns burst, is in an intermediate time domain
where excitation is similar to electron life-time. In User fusion experiment
excitation is in the range of SO ps and we develop pholoconductive devices able Io
study very high speed X-tay emission lime behaviour.
Thin pQlycristalline MOCVD CdTe films with picosecond response ire suitable Io
perform optical correlation measurements of single Choi pulses with a very large
bandwidth (-50 OHi).

Introduction

Tbe use of photoconductor which converts X-rays into a charge pattern û well
known in Xerondiography for example, where « précharge prior Io the X-iay
exposure provides a charge pattern image after exposition.

An ideal photoconducior ES an insulator when il is not exposed. It is only during
the exposure or irradiation that it becomes conductive, with a cooductiviiy
mcreasiog with the radiation intensity .

Either the phoioconduciar is precharged on one face of the detector tod the
charge pattern is read after irradiation by scanning method or Ihe discharge during
irradiation a measured by direct current methods (1) (Z).

This paper deals only with the second principle and describe bow photocurreol K
linked to carrier's life-time. Most applications actually fn development are wide
dynamic or tan profile measurements. The aim of real lime imap-'ng systems for
metrology or monitoring is linked Io devoted design and electronics- Some
applications in non-destructive testing technique:, for example high energy
tomography or flash radiography, required efficiency, wide dynamic and room
temperature operations. So thai Silicon or Gcnnaniua cannot afford lhat goal.
Among Ihe semi-insulating semi-conductors Cadmium telluride or Gallium
arsenide are Ihe only two available materials with industrial prospects.

Depending upon the application, phommortuctor detectors can take a variety of
sots and geometrical forms. Distance between efcnroflrt. size and contacts are
the mam parameters of the mpurne. Moreover the time-dependant material
response b affected by the duration of the excitation in regard to the life-lime of
carrier* (3). ID Ihc described applications we have the three possibilities : duration
of excitation above, equal or under life-time of electrons.

// P fnumVflf panututers

Dynamics of lime-dependant photoconductivity is adequately described by
continuity equations for electrons and boles, rale equation for trapping kinetics,
driftMitrusioo current density équations and Poissoris equation (4).

•3n i
7)7= B(M)-Rn(M) + -VJn

^f=E(M) -Rp(M) +,-VJp

whete B(M) is die electron hole pair generation
•('A P(M) the electron «ad hole densilies
RQ(C.!). Rp(r.t) the electron and bole reduction rales caused by trapping on
deep level impurities
qtte electronic charge
VMX Jp(M) die election and hole current aensitiei

Modélisation take in account spatial uniform excitation and single type of deep-
level impurity.
So that the equations can be written in terms of excess densities with deviations
from incr thermal equilibrium densities. As we consider semi-insulating materials
these excess electron and hole densities (An and op) are large compared Io their
thermal equilibrium values. If we consider these approximation: Ihe two
equations to consider are :

don _ , v

-3T=SW-

-&• = B(O- Bp Ap(n-To + Ap-An)

where B. = < v, > on and Bj, = < vf > Op
with < V- > and < v > are electron and hole thermal velocities.

O- and af are electron and hnle capture cross sections of trapping
site and
N1 = o°T + o"T = total density of trapping.

These nonlinearly coupled differential equations have IO be solved depending on
excrttlioo duration, boundary conditions, initial conditions and fluence excitation.

An important non linear coupling is due U the electron and hole densities when
they are just created by irradiation which greatly affected the electric Geld in drift
term. This works against the field needed for charge separation of the hole and
electrons.

The modélisation made by IVERSON and SMITH (4) for IuFA was developped
by MOUUN (S) for GaAs. Concerning CdTe. where physical values needed for
semi-induslaling material are not well-known. VERGER (6) made some
experiments which provide parameters Io perform numerical solution methods.
The total current density is computed by summing Ihe different current density
components. The study includes Ihe electric potential, the device length and the
excitation as parameters.

As the range of values that the parameters can lake under various conditions is

large, we consider two kinds of conditions : high or low intensities (g above 10̂ 2

and under 10*8 cm~3 s~l). For all cases the photoconduaor is supposed to be
uniformly illuminated and we distinguish three duration pulse domains. As main
applications are imaging or metrology, we will consider only low intensities.
Wc can define time constants for electrons and holes at the equilibrium. Al low
intensity die equations are simplified as below :

The analytical solutions are

and we define time constants tor elcctrcos and holes a
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The analytical expression of time dependant current generaled by a polarizrd
detector is:

V S
-

wiih S the electrode surface
d Ihe geometrical gap between electrodes
V the applied voltage

So that we can define the photoconductor gain " ** <""Pul above current "> lhc

volume generated charge per second ratio :

- _ —
Io -qg(o)Sd

which can be expressed as follow :

G == - , e(l) Iun-Cn(I -"P ( - ) * Vp (I - cxp (-TO)

Some simplified expressions can be obtained according to the duration of the
excitation otp compared to electrons or holes lime constant (see table l\.
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The lime dependency of pholoconduclivc gain is shown in figures 1. 2 and 3.
When Ihe duration of excitation Alp is very short (smaller than electron life-lime

Tn) the current waveform is mainly due Io electrons.

By corrélation Io experiments devclopped in this paper the typical values taken in
the modélisation ace Xn ««0 as and Tp «600 its.
Wben the duration of excitation Au is greater than hole life-time tp the excitation
is long enough Io achieve a ncar-steady-slate condition. The equilibrium density
of deep level is predominantly neutral (capable of capturing électrons but not
holes) and therefore the electron capture rate is much greater thin the hole capture
rate (fig. 3b).

The duration of excitation Alp is always shorter than thermal equilibrium charge
exchange due Io thermal emission of electron and bole which are loo long to be
considered (millisecond range). The electrical contacts «re suppogrl to have an
inCniie surrace recombination velocity thai heps constant the airier densities at
the contacts M thermal equilibrium. Thai is to say that electrons and holes can be
reinjecsed is fas» as required Io maintain equilibrium. But Io minimize dark
carrait and linked noise, one could try Io obtain rectifying rontacts. The first
model developped late in account only oiuaic contact, Ihe second one now oa
validation could work wfth both kind of contacts.

In practice, high resistivity CdTe is moreover p-lypc and making a good ohmic
contact is not trivial. All Ihe efforts are made to understand semi-conductor-metal
interface, linked Io surface structure and the elched, mechanically polished or
lapped surfaces produce different kinds of contacts. More details aod bibliography
on that subject arc given in (T). We shall see bier man life-lime of carriers is fully
drprnrlirpl of the structure so they could be very different in volume and in
surtace (see part IV).

/// /JufttsCruU* computed tomogrephic appScatiaa

This technical domain of X-ray imaging industry provides new perspectives for
industry non-destructive testing. Industrial objects which need precise controls are
typically solid rocket motors, nuclear power-station security units, engine nolors
or radioactive waste concrete containers.

For such dense materials the use of high-energy X-rays (1 - 25 MeV) requin high
atomic-number large detectors. The technical solution proposed by LT ~ '• a
multi-element linear array pholoconductive detector.

Basic studies have been made three years ago (8) and we use a linear accelerator
which provides such high energy X-rays with burst of a few microseconds
duration every IO ms. The X-rays attenuation of me industrial objects could be 4
or S decades. In Ihe case of a concrete CYlinder with IJS meter diameter. Ihe
attenuation of S MeV X-rays is typically 4 «odes (9). '

The development of synchronous detection which allows intermediate
measurements between two burns allows corrections of detector residual current
value, electronic offsets and possible photoincueed current by radioactivity of the
object (7). Figure 4 shows time diagram detection.

Tbe detectors ace slices of high resistivity OfTe (25x15x0,8 mm3) with ohmic
contacts on large opposite EKCC. They have tolly active volume under 50 V bias
t**MOaau*^tMtainSi^^t^\e^€oaim»kfUfie^Mamadkttfaai>>e
QmpM detection which decreases *e dynamic range.

l detector response is shorn in figure S whete we can see two pulses.
These detclors, well suuod fat high energy detection, are also convenient to
«ca^t^lnicglvrioose(lf£Radafay).rtocVgradati^
delected after 10* lads (10).

A precise study shows that the optimal electrical field is near 0.1 V/um and under
such bias (90Vo 800 Mm) the collected charge is equal to - 5 nC/pulsc
for an incident dose of 25 mrad/pulsc.
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Figure I a) cxciuuon

b) CdTe theoretical signal under 4 (is excitation
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Figure 2 a) excitation

b) CdTe theoretical signal under 30 ns excitation
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Figure 3 ») excitation

b) CdTe Iheoreiicat signal under 45 ps ejccilalion

The somber of 4 MeV photon before the detector J117.1O6Aa2. The radiated
surtace is 0.Tx(LM CB&. The absorption energy coefficient is - n.12. so there arc
- Ul 10' « electron-hole pairs oreuedia such conditions.
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/Unless ihis rather tow value is probably partly due to colb'malion. partly due Io
f -council, the pholoconductors arc now in use on prototype wiih 28 CdTe
• 'elements. This development is made by the ficnch company INTERCX)NTROl-E

ind opcnle al GRENOBLE.

III. X-tej flash ro*ojfni|>hjr

X-tay flash ndiog«p»y à commonly used in detonics experiments and requires
aba high energy X-«*ï w'"> > high sensitivity deteclar mod » wide dynamic range
(> 3 decades).

As Clash X-ray generators ate subject to important fluctuation in terms of dose and
lemporal shape, photoconductors are tested as sensitive probes and could be used
for imaging.

Up Io now GaAs and CdTc are bolh used and their physical similar properties
(U) need to be mote detailed for ihis purpose (12).

RtSt calibrated on 1.5 MeV Marx getimKw (FRANOTRON) and rtien with a 4S
MeV linear accelerator (ARTEMIS) large detectors ate also plallcl shaped
(81[0.SxZSiUm1) irradiated through collimalors. Rgure 6 shows a typical response
OfCdTe probe when attenuated by lead absorbers (up to 250 mm). Detection in
Ihis filleted condition is only high energy X-rays jnd is registered by high
bandwith scope (TEKTRONIX DSA 602).

Others measurements which are not developed here used integrated devoted
amplifiers to acquire total charge values and compare charge linearity and pulse
amplitude linearity-

As CoTe resistivity is higher than GaAs resistivity, OTTe probes are much more
sensitive. During one exposure at FRANOTRON of FWHM = 30 ns the loul
measured charge is 6.1Or9 C for IS mrad as indicated by LiF dosimetry.
The incident photon number on detector is

Nph = MS 10s photons

So the created amount of charges is

uLse AMPUTUOC ( v )

The experimenul photoconductive gain is then

SID'9

H)11.1.6 IO-19
.0.37

If we compare ihis value 10 the ose 3 of pan I when Alp is inferior » electron

life-lime Tn (30 ns compared Io 60 ns) we can evaluate

Ia oriM 10 be i<™ of the aeuxu» linearity we want to increase the ipttd of CdTe
by Ihe came method used for gallium arsenide (1Î) : pré-irradiation with neutrons.
Figure 7 «how» current waveforms for different neutron doses (irradiation made
in CEA/Saclay)-

Figure 4 Time diagramm CdTe measuremem with iccelenior

S 6 / ,

Figure S CdTe signal waveform under acceleralor X-ray pulse
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Figure 6 CdTe signal waveform under flash X-ray pulse
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Figure 7 Pre-irradialion dépendance ot UfTIe signal waveform under

flash X-ray pulse

/V/ Laftr fusion experiment

The coal of laser fusion «ipenmenls it u «ludy deuterium UiUuBi miMure
imploriom ctae U ihennWMeleu condition» (14). Tbe final «pninKnl is
conducted with Ae oma powotul europemo tea PHEBOS *hi<* B at
ŒA/DAM it Liroeil near PARIS.

F« Ais purpose «y high «pee* detectors IR requited (< 100 Jf) «o be able to
measure ibc time behaviour Cf Ihe rhermonudear neutron bom (14 MeV) Ot X-
ray emission (IS).

For Ous goal «one «mionodueiaB «re fcaed : G*As. Si. CJTe and diamond. As
we consider »ery fast photDconductive «ignal. ddeck» we cmaller dan in the
prévins ippUeuioitt and we man ate bigb baouVuh geoowlry : coaiial, nripline
ormicrostriptlrucntrc.
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pacitance is Ihe main parameter Io achieve very fast signals because all
arcade wilh the fastest oscilloscope : INTERTCCHNIQOE IN

SIGN*!. (VOLTS)

Lumlnmllon f t u.;
T 10(90=154 ps

7000 7 OHr on SO Q charge resistance.
For this study and to shorten the distances between eimssran and detection, anal
solution is now on seL

Coaxial semirigid cable end embodied cylindrical detectors. These are 3 or S mm
;„ duuKier and 2 or 3 mm thick. Figure 8,9,10 show different waveforms ot
CdTe response depending on User excitation (38 ps) : IR or UV. The pulse shape
given are monopulse waveform. Because of ihc transit lime of neutron across the

PULSE AMPLITUDE (V)

T 10190=15« ps

T(rec) = 55 ns
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Figure 8 CdTe signal waveform under IR laser pulse

(by courtesy of CEA/OAM limeill
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jure 9 CdTe signal waveform under UV laser pulse tweit»)

(by courtesy of CEA/DAM Umeil)
deiecux and W study 100 ps burst, detector dimension is also limited id the
propagation direction.

We can observe Ihe different orders of magnitude depending oo volume excitation
(IR lasec pulse) which is found in its range and surface excitation (UV laser pulse)
which h found in 100 ps range.

This is •Kty relevant of material s iiudure and shows that electron-hole pair
recombination mecanism is very different on surface.

The linearity of the detector response is also studied as shown on figure 11.

Vl X-raf auaiamfOT âaglt ihai synchrotron bunch

The use of thin film of MOCVD CdTe have been previously detailed in Ihe
previous workshop «I DAVOS (16). MARTIN have also generate subpicosecond
electrical pulses using metalorganic chemical vapor deposited CdTe (17).

This polycristalline thin film is an alternative to radiation-damaged semiconductor
to reach fast switching limes, having high defect density and so reducing the
carrier capture lane into die picosecond and cubpicrotrccnd time domain.

For lois tine range we use ceramics sapphire, or amorphous silica as substrate and
nriplioe or tnkroRrip tnnnn'iision lines. MOCVD CdTe has been characterised
as » tubmicron grain acte (IT) and is firstly deposited Io prevail diffusion of
Aluminium or gold. Toe ase u< CdTe prior to ahea very fast phoueonductive
materials is due to X-ciyi and illowi belter absorption OO smaller volâmes (18).

For LEP at CERN we develop two detectors mounted together to provide
- a vertical profile with » pitch of 100 pm (figure 12),
- an autocorrebtor Io control the longitudinal profile of the direct bean at each
bunch passage (every 22 us) (figure 13).

These octet*» have a 10 ps carrier lifetime and are unable IO provide precise
of • ISO ps bunch. The results of fiat prototypes are discribed in

Figure 10 CdTe signal waveform under IR laser pulse

(by courtesy of CEA/OAM limeil)
Photoconductivity (Vj

TIME (p*|

,,,,JZ
Figure 11 CdTe photoconductivity as a fonction of light intensity

(by courtesy of CEA/OAM limeil)

Figure 12 Layout of detector ft r beam profile

Figure 14 shows a beam profile measurement on laser test beam.

The front end electronics developped by CERN amplifies, gates and «lores Ihe
charges issued from Ihe photocondudors and then a multiplexer provides the 16,
32 or 64 channels waveform which is viewed for example on a storage scope.

A 16 channel fully iniegraud autocomUloc can give tl>e aufocorrebtioa profile
ao one bond» as U is shown oo figure LS. This was obtained with a User and a
œomic tubarsle because UV fust fused silica pmiotype used in Geneva have
some missing •*»ir"1' and do not allow yet to draw a puhe shape and the next
o« is now on lest.



: D) microstrip structure

\ cure 13 X-rays auiocoirelaior for picosecond monopulse using CdTe

polycnsialline thin films

Position (mm)

jre 14 Microslrip measurement of beam profile with CdTe polycrislalline

thin films under one shot laser pulse
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Vlft Conclusion

rhotoconductors are a good J lie mauve to scintilUtors and more convenient wh,-M

compacity. high dose or fast measurement ire required (2Q)(Zi). 1IIw emergence
of new applications provides ihc opportunity to improve the knowledge <>I
photoconductivity m high resistivity semi-conductors and we must improve the
knowledge of metal interface, contact technology and monolithic processing m
order Io have good modelisauoo, and better yields. That c especially true Cm
cadmium lelluridc which is the best candidate for high energy where Urge volume
detectors are needed.

{ want to thank all my colleagues for the numéraux testing tuns and helpful
discussions.
I am indcpled to the LETt/SUR team which provide cadmium telluride samples
The CEA/Ditection des Applications Militaires has partly supported the
development of fast applications and the Service of Radiochimic at Bruyères Ic
Châlel has realized the prcirradiatians..
The CERN is also engaged in thin film studies and I want to thank E. ROSSA Im
hts help. He is co-author of patent on these fast opto-devices.
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igure IS Autocorrelation measurement with CdTe polycristalline ihin films

under one shot IR laser pulse

We must notice the unique duractenstic of these devices which could reatcK real
time «ingle that measurements «I very high rates (only limited by front-end
electronics), with an «curacy of few picosecond, without any need of Irigeering.
Moreover these ihin films accept very high radiation dose (tested up to

1012 nos) and are very resistive (> 1010 Q.cm).


